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Hello party goers! I am Bonnie
Kirkley and the creator of The
Teacher Party. I have been
teaching for the past 17 years
in elementary education. I
completely enjoy making each
and every day a special day at
school. I love a challenge and
embrace change. I absolutely
want all my students to adapt
to the "why not" philosophy.
We walk the planet each day
following the rules and making
choices because others do the
same. Why can't we be
different? Why can't we do it in
a new way? Well..... why not? I
am working ever so fiercely to
step into a new element of
teaching in the 21st century. I
am just breaking through
boundaries and getting my feet
wet.

My mission is to make the
mundane marvelous!
For the past 12 years, I have
been growing my background
in the STEM/STEAM world.
Every minute has been a joy.
When I tell you that I can help
you turn any classroom subject
into a STEM/STEAM area of
instruction, I mean it with
every bone in my body. I did
not start my journey in Science
or Math. I began my journey in
an upper grades English
Language Arts classroom. I
knew it was missing something.
I found STEM and immediately
began bringing experiences into
my classroom to improve
writing. I can't wait to show
you how I did it! We are in this
together every step of the way!
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REAL-WORLD
How can we engage students in
the most effective way?

I get it. We have all kinds of students. We have that student that listens, does
everything we ask them to, and helps others. Then, we also have the student that
sees no benefit in any activity at school except recess and lunch, and we have
students somewhere between the ones described. It’s like a bag of M&M’s mixed
with a bag of Skittles.
So what can we do to reach ALL students, and push them beyond their limits? My
answer to that is to create a classroom teaching philosophy based on projectbased learning through STEM/STEAM with activities that are relevant to a student's
life.

The top items a project-based learning
classroom should have are:
1. investigations
2. challenges
3. projects that are “real-world”.

When you work on real projects, multiple avenues and subjects are covered
simultaneously. Science and math will be done together in a STEM
classroom supported by technology and engineering. In a STEAM
classroom, the arts are now being integrated along with math and science.
Some activities are small, and some are much larger. Being real-world
doesn’t just always mean that it is a real-life scenario. It means that in
some way this activity makes sense to the student and gives them
motivation to complete because it benefits them.
A few examples: The school outdoor basketball court is covered in sand
and makes it hard for students to play at recess. Students then research
where the sand is coming from, and how to fix the problem. They may
have to enlist the help of community partners to do this. A much smaller
real-world scenario might be setting up an award system in the classroom
based off of a game that students actually play. Whatever it is, it must be
“for real”! There are real-world activities and projects that require math,
science, social studies, reading, writing, and the arts.
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DESIGN PROCESS
What design process will you
use?

In every project-based STEM/STEAM classroom, projects take place. The first step
is to identify a problem and define it using a DRIVING QUESTION. Then, multiple
steps will follow to create solutions for this problem. To have a successful projectbased STEM/STEAM classroom, you as the teacher must choose a design process to
use consistently and stick with it.
There are a couple of choices and slightly different versions within those choices.
The Engineering Design Process is one option. It is a circular design process
meaning that the end step can lead back to the beginning for redesign. This
process can have 5-8 steps. That’s what you, as the teacher, need to decide based
on your classroom.
Design Thinking is very much like the Engineering Design Process but creating
empathy has been added into the mix. This process is successful when thinking of
really connecting with students. It allows them to see the “why” when problem
solving by helping them to empathize with the problem and help others empathize
with their solution to change. However, sometimes students can’t find empathy for
a problem unless presented correctly.
There will be times that a design process doesn’t fit a problem. Sometimes you will
be investigating a problem with no design. In this case, Claim, Evidence, Reasoning
is an easy to use problem identification process with data collection. This process
is much like the scientific method, but much easier and relevant for younger
students. Many older students enjoy this process, as well. The Scientific Method
can create feelings of overwhelm before starting a project. However, it is still and
always will be accepted by scientists around the world.
Personally, I believe you can implement and use all three processes. However, you
really can only introduce and implement one at a time. It’s necessary to teach
these by taking students through how others have used them. Use them
consistently, and students will be able to choose which one is most appropriate
throughout their projects.
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Design Process and
Investigations
Think about the processes you will use for creating and investigating.
Which will you focus on using? Engineering Design Process? Design
Thinking? Claim, Evidence, Reasoning?
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STEM/STEAM JOURNALS
Have you implemented
Journals?

STEM/STEAM journals are a must for any STEM/STEAM based classroom. First, for
ELA classrooms, journals allow for students to take part in daily writing activities.
This is an opportunity for the teacher to conference individually with students and
their writings. Writing instruction and conventional practices can be instructed on
during conferencing.
However, the STEM/STEAM journal is meant to be a collection place for ideas, so
not too much emphasis can be put on conventional practices. Some students may
choose to create lists and sketches in their journal, and this needs to be allowed.
All data collection will be placed in the journal. Multiple opportunities for math
investigations and application will present themselves throughout the journal.
Often, students will map out areas of geographical locations to find solutions to
problems taking place which benefits in the social studies or geography classroom.

The STEM/STEAM journal is the
window into all subject areas.

Students will go through the design process in the journal, as well. Now what is
the journal not a place for? The chart below will make that clearer:
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STANDARDS BASED
How do I cover standards and
other standards at the same
time? Why should I do this?

Let’s start this by knowing it is a touchy subject for all teachers. The specific job we
are tasked to do is the one that all teachers focus on the most. It begins and ends
with the standards we are responsible for teaching. What does that look like for
you? Are you an elementary teacher teaching all subjects? Are you elementary but
share subjects with another teacher or teach one specific subject. Are you a middle
school or high school teacher and work in a specific department but teach certain
grade levels and standards to specific groups throughout the day.
Start with those standards you are required to teach, and ask yourself, “When I
teach my standards, what connections do I make to other standards?.” Trust me.
You do make connections to other standards. We can’t teach anything without
reading. Numbers are involved in everything. Science is all around us. We engineer
all sorts of things from sentences and stories to strategies to solve problems.
To have STEM project-based classroom, you will teach science and math
standards in unison, and if you are STEAM based, you will enhance science and
math with the arts. This can be done in an ELA classroom simply by delivering
reading and writing instruction through science and math-based topics. The arts
should be interwoven through an ELA classroom with ease. Poetry and theater are
more than likely formats for instruction already. In a math-based classroom, a
teacher will incorporate into instruction science that involves knowing how to do
math concepts those students are working on.
In a perfect world, the STEM/STEAM proect-based way of teaching would be
tackled by more than one teacher. These teachers would plan together and work
simultaneously through their own standards within STEM/STEAM units that they
created together. Yes, units. This is the way that curriculum and standards are
purposefully put together with a plan for instruction. We all know that this would
be the perfect world for STEM/STEAM. Many schools are pushing teachers towards
this type of instruction and becoming certified in STEM/STEAM for doing this.
However, this perfect world is difficult to achieve because planning together seems
to be one of the hardest things that teachers can find time to do. So what do you
do then if STEM/STEAM instruction is what you want to achieve? Find your people!
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STANDARDS BASED
How do I cover standards and
other standards at the same
time? Why should I do this?

You may not have the perfect team to work with, but you do have people. They may
be in another grade level or may just be a close friend. You may have to look for a
professional learning network on a social platform like Twitter. STEM/STEAM
project-based instruction that delivers standards to students in a purposeful way
requires our students to collaborate. It would be foolish to ask teachers to do this
without collaboration on their part. Trust me when I say that when students in your
classroom are engaged and making progress through STEM/STEAM, others will start
noticing and want to know what it’s like your world. Your team will build.
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Standards
RESPONSIBLITIES
What standards are you responsible for teaching?
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Integration
GET IT TOGETHER
What other standards overlap the standards you previously listed? Specifically
science, math, and art.
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PBL
What is project-based
learning?

Ok. Here it is again. I can’t stress enough the importance of this topic. Realworld. Project based learning is a teaching style or method in which a teacher
will guide students through a real-world project or one that is meaningful to
them.
This is the #1 most important factor in a STEM/STEAM project-based classroom.
If your students aren’t seeing projects and activities as purposeful, they will lose
interest.
Project based learning begins with a problem introduced with a driving question
which leads to research, discussions, idea generation, creation, testing quality
and do-ability, and finally a call to action.

Driving Question
Research and Discussions
Idea Generation
Creation
Test Quality and Do-Ability
Call to Action

A project is not creating a poster on the Civil War. There is no depth there. It’s
fact regurgitation. It’s not looking for decimal numbers in magazines to cut-out.
We have this ingrained project image in our mind from years of the word being
misused. Think of it as if you, the teacher, were the head of a company that
builds structures. Your company just acquired the job of building a new bridge
that will allow for more traffic to go through a high traffic area. You call in
your team of engineers, your students, to begin the project. They will create
designs, they will get approval for one design, and then begin putting the plan
into action. Whenever you and your team talk about this work, you call it the
Bridge Project. Now, that is a project.
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PBL
What is project-based
learning?

What does this look like in the classroom. Sometimes there is no great
wonderful idea that needs to be worked on. Sometimes there is. When in
doubt, ask the students. Take a walk around campus. Find out what real
problems they face. Once something has been decided on, figure out how
to incorporate math and science. Many times the math and science
standards applying to your classroom may drive the direction of your
students’ project. Starting with those standards may open many doors and
ideas for classroom projects.
Usually, one big year long project is all that students will need with a few
smaller projects here and there. A way to tell the difference between the
two, is that one has a clear end, and the other can be on-going for years.
For example, currently students in my classroom are working on building a
robot with a specific purpose. This project has a clear end. Another project
taking place is caring for and collecting data on a pollinator garden to
attract more pollinators. This one can go on for as long as there is a
pollinator garden.
Another way to do multiple projects in a classroom, is by varying the
level of student inquiry. Basically, how much are you going to help them
during this project? To start off, you may be very involved, especially
when teaching through the design process. Later, you will let them take
the lead more and more.

I want to tell you the biggest mistake
you can make during this level of
guidance. When you see they are
going to fail….. LET THEM FAIL!
What? How can we do this? Students will grow more through failures.
When they fail and pick themselves up to find a solution, it will make a
bigger impact on them educationally than anything you can do.
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YEAR LONG PROJECT
How can my students work on
a project for a year and what
will it be?

I feel like this is a non-negotiable in a STEM/STEAM project-based classroom. You
can’t get any more real-world than having the responsibility of working on one
problem for an entire school year. The level of ownership that students develop
makes such an impact on them. Many of them will be truly emotional over the fact
that they must leave this project at the end of the year.
This project idea should be bigger than what you think your classroom can carry.
Why? In this sort of project, more than just your students will be carrying the load.
They will need to seek out the help of community partners that are experts in
whatever area the project falls in to. Collaboration and teamwork skills are
needed in today’s workforce.

The holy grail of skills needed to be productive
in today’s workforce are the 4C's:

Collaboration
Creativity
Critical Thinking
Communication
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YEAR LONG PROJECT
How can my students work on
a project for a year and what
will it be?

This is the point. Therefore, your classroom needs to change today. Students who
have worked on these skills since a very young age will be more successful in the
21st century.
Believe it or not, a teacher could allow different students to work on the same
project each year, and every year it will turn out differently. Different students
equals different outcomes. What topics or problems might this include?
Environmental projects are always great, especially when students can apply it to
campus life. For instance, is there a way to create something from something being
thrown away? Is there a litter problem on campus? Can you create a school
garden? What kind of garden will you create? Can you start a compost bin? Data
can be collected from all these areas. Information can be shared to others to
create an impact.
Students will find multiple problems to tackle within one major year long project. I
will say again that they must have failures. Failures make it possible for them to
problem solve. Many times you will see a failure on the horizon, and many times
you will not. What is your job during these times if not to show them what to do?
You are their #1 cheerleader. You help them to have perseverance when it is
difficult.
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Year Long Project
BRAINSTORM
What ideas for year long projects would fit within your standards and the standards
from science, math, and art?
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PARTNERS/CAREER ED
How will I involve community
partners and implement
career education?

A STEM/STEAM project-based classroom should begin to prepare students for a
career in the 21st century. Collaboration is key. Allowing students to work hand in
hand with partners in the community who possess greater knowledge to them will
give them an experience greater than one the classroom teacher can do alone.
First, it allows them to collaborate with other experts. In today’s workforce, many
businesses and organizations must do this daily to see projects through. Bonds are
made between partners and students. In many cases, networking takes place
between students and partners that open doors beyond the classroom. Students
may begin to find mentors and really connect with their passions.
When projects begin and end in the classroom, it is very important that students are
exposed to the career fields related to their projects. What career fields in science,
technology, engineering, the arts, and mathematics may work on projects such as
this? Students often struggle when entering college or starting out in the workforce
with what they are passionate about. Exposing students to career education even in
the elementary years will help them to begin to peel back the onion of their
interests. How can they know what they are passionate about if they never knew
certain careers and specialties existed?
It is very important to allow them to use multiple technologies in the classroom as
platforms for learning and communicating. By doing this, career opportunities and
skills for the 21st century in the vast field of technology gain exposure. Technology
changes by the minute. Our students need to begin to understand that. When
technology isn’t brought into the classroom, some of our students aren’t given the
opportunity to shine with the skills and knowledge they already possess. Today’s
classroom teacher can most likely learn quite a lot about technology from the very
students sitting in front of them.
Be prepared to research possible community partners with students and careers
related to their projects. Teachers can’t possibly possess all the knowledge in a
STEM/STEAM project-based classroom, but teachers can be the best researcher and
answer finder!
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Partners
IT TAKES A VILLAGE
List possible community partners for your project ideas.
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CLASSROOM SET-UP
How will I set up my classroom
to make STEM/STEAM projectbased learning easier?

NEWS FLASH!!!! If your classroom is currently set up in rows and columns neatly
spaced apart from each other facing the front area of the room, it needs to be
changed ASAP! STEM/STEAM project-based instruction focuses on students working
together and collaborating. This is very hard to do when you face someone’s back.
The optimal set up for a classroom rich in project-based learning should consist of
a few tables, plenty of floor space, easy access to technology for research, and an
area with organized materials that will be used in designs. Students should feel
comfortable and at ease in a room where their research and experimentation is
key. There should be obvious rituals and routines in place for taking care of this
space. It should belong to them and the teacher. It’s important for students to
understand why materials are there, and how these materials will benefit them.
When true student ownership is achieved, students will take greater care of this
area.
This doesn’t mean a teacher should make a complete overhaul and purchase all
sorts of comfy couches and fluffy pillows, but do make it more comfortable to feel
creative in. Creativity is another key aspect to project-based learning. It’s very hard
for creativity to flow when the mantra is blocked by an institutional set up.
Swapping out desks to tables can be a simple ask to admin. If this isn’t possible,
desks can face each other in groups. Move the tables or desks to the outsides of
the room or more to one side so that a larger floor space can be exposed. Many
projects require space much larger than a table. Anyone who has ever worked on a
large poster usually places the poster on the floor to work. Students may be
working with projects that have moving parts and need a bigger flatter surface.
Some of these activities can be done on a table, but floor space always helps.
Students of all ages enjoy sitting in groups for discussion on the floor. If there is a
purchase to be made, a rug would be a good investment if none are available, and
Wal-Mart always has a $20 selection. Donors Choose is another great way to get
classroom furniture for specific projects.
Be the teacher that invites students into the room by welcoming them into a safe
comfortable atmosphere that almost feels like a hug. Create smiles and create a
flow of creativity.
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Classroom Set-Up
CREATIVE SPACE
List 3 ways to change the set-up in your classroom to foster creativity
and exploration.
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Supplies
TARGET RUN!
What are some materials you feel that you will need to add to your
classroom to make projects possible?
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BE PASSIONATE
What is your why?

You have realized that STEM/STEAM based instruction through projects creates
21st century problem solving students. You are interested in trying it out. You
have researched it. You have seen amazing engagement with other students.
However, you aren’t really into robots, and you don’t know much about math
standards and instruction. A thought like this is limiting. There are so many ways
that classify instruction as STEM/STEAM based.
What you do in your classroom doesn’t have to look like something you have seen
elsewhere. There are many very important things a STEM/STEAM classroom should
do. How it’s done and delivered IS up to YOU! What can you bring to your students
that makes a difference? Exactly. What can YOU bring? What are you PASSIONATE
about? What makes you happy? What do you enjoy?
Students will be excited when you are, too. Do you love theater? Do you love fast
cars? Is there a game show you enjoy? What about traveling? Nature? Fashion?
Dessert? Find your passion or passions and figure out how to bring them into the
classroom. Break it down into more than your one specific area of choice and
figure out other things related to it. Mind map it. You’re passionate about
whatever this topic is so it should be interesting to you. Share your passions with
them. Let them share theirs with you. Let excitement come alive. Give this
classroom of yours life!
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BE PASSIONATE
What is your why?

You can also bring passion into the classroom with your delivery of everything. We
all know that sometimes the topic for the day might not be theme park kind of
exciting. Deliver it with a hook so that now students are excited about it. What
exactly am I saying? Be passionate with your teaching. You can do more than
write the topic of the day on the board. Could you play some music and dance
while you write it on the board? Maybe. That may not be you, but it could be.
You can bring passion to the classroom in lots of ways. These two are the easiest:

1) Let what you are passionate about find its way into the
classroom.
2) Deliver instruction with passion and excitement.
Engaging students is what we all want to happen. STEM/STEAM project-based
instruction can do this when you are passionate and excited about it, too. It may
be hard for some of us to find passion here, but I promise if you dig into it, you
may find out something you never knew you were capable of. One of the best
parts about STEM/STEAM project-based instruction is that it’s always evolving into
something new. It can’t be bored. Students will problem solve in new ways and
think of new ideas all the time. Let them find their passions. Isn’t that our #1 goal
as teachers?
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Passions
NAME 3 PERSONAL
PASSIONS
Brainstorm 3 personal passions that you can bring to your classroom.
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We are creating
problem solvers that
will make the future
brighter than it is
today.
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